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S and L Spaces

Sara L. Mastros

University of Pittsburgh, 2009

An S-space is any topological space which is hereditarily separable but not Lindelöf. An L-space, on

the other hand, is hereditarily Lindelöf but not separable. For almost a century, determining the necessary

and sufficient conditions for the existence of these two kinds of spaces has been a fruitful area of research at

the boundary of topology and axiomatic set theory. For most of that time, the two problems were imagined

to be dual; that is, it was believed that the same sets of conditions that required or precluded one type

would suffice for the other as well. This, however, is not the case. When Todorčević proved in 1981 that it is

consistent, under ZFC, for no S-spaces to exist, everyone expected a similar result to follow for L-spaces as

well. Justin Tatch Moore surprised everyone when, in 2005, he constructed an L-space in ZFC. This paper

summarizes and contextualizes that result, along with several others in the field.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO S AND L SPACES

The joy of the set-theoretic topologist lies in walking a tightrope between what must be and what can

be– constructing a precise yet fantastical ontology. All of what follows tries to find a balance between our

lust for a diversely populated universe full of the strangely wonderful things that befuddle our intuition

and the need for an orderly and controllable universe within the grasp of comprehension. What makes the

S-spaces & L-spaces we will discuss in this paper so very interesting is that they sit just at this boundary.

A space is called an L− space if it is hereditarily Lindelöf, but not hereditarily separable, and an

S− space if it is hereditarily separable but not hereditarily Lindelöf. Intuitively, the two notions are in

some sense dual; we expect the existence of a regular S space to guarantee that of a regular L-space and

vice-versa. The explicit existence of these types of spaces and their relation to each other was first conjec-

tured by Hajnal and Juhasz, and became known as the S and L problems, respectively.

It is quite easy to construct non-regular, T2 S & L spaces, we do so in 2.1 . Like the examples that

follow, they are constructed on an arbitrary cardinality ω1 subset of the real line. However, the process

used destroys the regularity of R.

In 1976 Ostaszewski’s S space was developed; a similar method soon led to the discovery of the Kunen

Line, a more sophisticated version of Ostaszewski’s Space. Section 2.3 of this paper contains an explicit and

thorough development of the Kunen Line, while Section 2.4 offers a glimpse at the similar Ostaszewski’s

Space. More recently, an easier construction of an S space was found using the set theoretic assumption

b = ω1. It is presented in 2.2. Examples of regular S & L spaces were thought for many decades to require

set theoretic assumptions in excess of the standard ZFC model.

In the early 1980’s, Todorcevic proved that, indeed, some assumption(s) in excess of ZFC is necessary

to create an S-space; by using the method of Proper Forcing, one can create a model of ZFC where every

HS space is HL (i.e., in which no S-space can exist). This result solved the S- space problem, but the L-

space problem remained open until very recently. The belief was that the L-space problem would have a

similar solution; that in some sense the ability of an S-space to exist should coincide with that of an L space.

Stunningly, in 2005 Justin Moore constructed an L space without assumptions in excess of ZFC, solving the

L space problem. We will explore this proof in the final section.
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1.1. Cardinal Invariants

1.1.1. Definitions.

w(X):: The weight of a space X is w(X) = [min {#B : B is a basis for X}] ∪ω

20:: A space is called 20 or “second countable” if it has countable weight.

d (X):: The density of a space X is d(X) = min
{

#S : S ⊆ X & S = X
}

Separable:: A space with countable density is called “separable”.

Cellular:: A pairwise disjoint collection of non-empty open sets in X is called a “cellular family”.

c(X):: The cellularity of a space X is the maximal size of a cellular family.

CCC:: A space, X, is said to be CCC (or to have the “Countable Chain Condition”) if and only if it has

countable cellularity.

s (X):: The spread of a space X is the maximal size of a discrete set.

L (X):: The Lindelöf degree of a set X, L(X), is the smallest κ so that every open cover has a sub-cover

of size κ.

Lindelöf:: A space is Lindelöf when L(X) = ω.

Hereditary:: For any of the above cardinal invariants, the number hΦ = max {κ : (∀Y ⊆ X) (Φ(Y) = κ)}

Hereditarily:: For any of the above properties, a space, X, is said to have property Φ hereditarily, or

to be hereditarily Φ, or HΦwhenever every subset of X is Φ.

HL:: Hereditarily Lindelöf

HS:: Hereditarily Separable

HCCC:: Hereditarily CCC
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1.1.2. Relations between cardinal invariants.

1.1.2.1. Hereditary cellularity is less than or equal to hereditary Lindelöf degree.

Theorem 1.1.1. hc(X) ≤ hL(X)

PROOF. Assume X is so that λ = hL(X) and κ = hc(X). Then, ∃C = {Cα}αεκ open and pairwise

disjoint in X. Let Y =
⋃

αεκ Cα. These Cα’s form an open cover of Y, so there must be a (at most) λ-sized

sub-cover of them. However, the Cα’s are pairwise disjoint, so no proper sub-cover can work, and so κ ≤ λ

as desired. �

1.1.2.2. Hereditary cellularity is less than or equal to hereditary density.

Theorem 1.1.2. hc(X) ≤ hd(X)

PROOF. Assume every subset, Y, of a space X has a dense subset DY with #DY = δ (and that δ is the

minimal such δ). Fix some particular Y ⊆ X. Let C be a pairwise disjoint collection of open sets in Y, call

them C = {Cα}αεA. Each Cα contains some dαεDY, but there are only δ many of the dα’s, so #C ≤ δ. So,

hc(X) ≤ hd(X) as desired. �

1.1.2.3. hd(X) vs. hL(X). The relationship between hd(X) and hL(X) is an interesting and complex one.

Even in the countable case, the relationship between hereditary separability and hereditary Lindelöfness

is deep. These characteristics seem closely related to one another, and much research has been done into

their exact relationship. In particular, a fruitful area of topological research has been the existence of spaces

which are hereditarily separable, but not Lindelöf and vice-versa. These are the S and L spaces, respectively.

1.2. Definitions of S and L Spaces

Right-Separated:: A space, X, is called right separated (RS) if and only if it can be well ordered in

such a way that every initial segment is open.

Left-Separated:: A space, X, is called left separated (LS) if and only if it can be well ordered in such

a way that every final segment is open.

GO-Space:: A GO-space (“generalized order space”) is a triple (X, τ, <) where < is a linear ordering of

X and τ is a Hausdorff topology on X that has a base of <-convex sets.

L-Space:: A space is called an L-space if and only if it is HL but not HS.

S: space: A space is called an S-space if and only if it is HS but not HL.

3



1.3. Lemmas Concerning Right and Left Separability

Lemma 1.3.1. A space is HCCC if and only if it does not have a uncountable discrete subset.

PROOF. Assume there is an uncountable discrete set, D = {da}a∈A. Then, surely, for every da ∈ D

there is a Ua open in D around each da, so that the Ua are pairwise disjoint. Likewise, if we assume X is not

HCCC, then there is a Y ⊆ X with an uncountable family of pairwise disjoint open sets. From this, we can

choose a parliament (that is, a set containing one representative element from each set). This Parliament is

clearly an uncountable discrete set. From this, it is clear that the possession of an uncountable discrete set

is equivalent to the possession of an uncountable collection of disjoint subsets. That is to say, a set is HCCC

if and only if it does not have an uncountable discrete subset, as desired. �

Lemma 1.3.2. A space is HL if and only if it does not have an uncountable RS set.

PROOF. Assume that a space X is HL and also assume that R = {ra}a∈Ais a right separated subset of

maximal size in X. Suppose, for a contradiction, that A is uncountable. Then the well ordered set A has

an initial segment of order type ω1. So, without loss of generality, assume that A itself has order type ω1.

From this, we see that for every a ∈ A there is a Ua open around ra so that rb ∈ Ua =⇒ b ≤ a (the Ua’s

nest backwards), and that each Ua is countable because each initial segment of A is countable (recall, A has

order type ω1). Now, let U = {Uaa ∈ A}. Clearly, U is an open cover of R, with no countable subcover (a

countable union of countable sets is countable). So, a HL space cannot have an uncountable RS set.

Conversely, if we assume that X is not HL, then there is some subset, Y, with some open cover which

has no countable sub-cover. Let U = {Ua}a∈κ be that cover. Now, we chose any r0 ∈ U0. Next, we can

choose an r1 ∈ Y \U0. Likewise, for any countable α, we can choose rα ∈ Y \ ⋃β<α Uβ, because otherwise⋃
β<α Uβ would be a countable open cover of U . So, we can make an uncountable set R = {ra}a∈κ with

α ≤ β =⇒ rα /∈ Uβ. Equivalently, rβ ∈ Uα =⇒ β ≤ α, which is the very definition of a right separated

set. �

Lemma 1.3.3. A space is HS if and only if it does not contain an uncountable LS set.

PROOF. Let L ⊆ S be an uncountable left-ordered set. Let L = {lα}α∈κ . Since A is well-ordered, it

has an initial segment of type ω1. Without loss of generality, we can assume A itself is of type ω1. Now,

∀α ∈ A ∃Uα open around lαwith lβεUα whenever β ≥ α. That is to say, the Uα’s look forwards. Further

assume that X ⊆ L is HS, so that ∃D ⊆ L with D = {lαn}n∈ω dense in L. However, that means that

∀α∀Uαopen around lα, ∃lαn ∈ Uα so that lαn ≥ lα (since that’s the criteria for openness in LS spaces).

However, that means that there are only ℵ0 α’s, so indeed X cannot be HS and have an uncountable LS

subset.
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Conversely, assume that X is not HS, so that there is some subset Y ⊆ X which is separable. Since Y

isn’t separable, we know that no countable collection can be dense, i.e.: ∀α < ω1, {xα}α<κ 6= Y. So, we

know that we can choose xβ ∈ Y \ {xα}α<β so long as β is countable. That is, we can construct a sequence

{xα}α<ω so that (∀β)
(

xβ /∈ {xα}α<β

)
so, since Y is T3, we can form, (∀α < β), a Uα open around xαwhich

misses xβ. So, xγ ∈ Uα implies γ < α. And so,
{

xβ

}
β<ω1

is left separated and uncountable as desired. �

Lemma 1.3.4. A locally countable space is HS if and only if it contains no uncountable discrete subset.

PROOF. Surely an uncountable discrete subset is not separable, so one direction is immediate. Con-

versely, imagine Y were a non-separable subspace of a locally countable space X. Since Y is not separable,

we can find and order a Z = {zα : α < ω1} ⊆ Y each zα ∈ Uα a countable open neighborhood which

contains no earlier z’s. That is, zβ ∈ Uα =⇒ β > α. Then, Z is uncountable and discrete. �

Lemma 1.3.5. If there is any S space, there is one of the form X = {xa}α<ω1
which is RS.

PROOF. Recall that, by the above, a space S is an S space if and only if it has an uncountable RS subset

but no uncountable LS subset. Fix S an S space. ∃X = {xα}α<ω1
which is RS in S. So, ∃Uα open around

xα with Uα ∩ X = {xγ}γ<α. So, {xγ}γ<α is open in X. Now, S is hereditarily separable, so X must be as

well, and X was consturcted to be of the desired form. From this point forward, we will, without loss of

generality, assume every S space can be ordered so that its initial intervals are open. �

Lemma 1.3.6. If there is any L space, there is one of the form X = {xα}α<ω1
which is LS.

PROOF. Likewise, recall that L is an L space if and only if it has an uncountable left separated space,

but no uncountable RS space. That is, ∃X ⊆ L with X = {xα}α<ω1
so that ∀α∃Uα open around xα with

xβ ∈ Uα = {xγ}γ≥α. This implies that, in X, {xγ}γ≥αis open. Now, recall that L is hereditarily Lindelöf, so

X is also. So, X is LS and HL, and so it is itself an L space, and is of the desired form. From this point on,

we will, without loss of generality, assume that every L-space can be ordered so that its tail intervals are

open. �

1.4. Small Cardinals and Set Theoretic Axioms

1.4.1. Definitions of Small Cardinals. A small cardinal is any cardinal number κ, for which ℵ1 ≤ κ ≤

#R. In practice, small cardinals are the cardinalities of sets somehow related to N.

”∃∞n ∈N”: means: ”there are infinitely many natural numbers n such that...”

”∀∞n ∈N”: means ”for all except finitely many natural numbers n we have...”.

f <∗ g :: For any two functions, f , g ∈ ωω, we say f <∗ g if and only if f (n) < g(n) ∀∞n ∈N

5



Dominating:: A sub-collection D of ωω is dominating or cofinal if and only if ∀ f ∈ ωω there is an

g ∈ D such that f <∗ g.

Bounded:: A sub-collection B of ωω is bounded if and only if ∃ f εωωsuch that ∀gεB we have g <∗ f .

Unbounded:: As expected, B is called unbounded if and only if it is not bounded.

d = min{#D : Dis dominating}: OR

d = min{#F : F ⊆ ωω ∧ (∀gεωω)(∃ f εF)(∀∞nεω)(g(n) < f (n))},:

b = min{#B : Bis unbounded}: OR

b = min{#F : F ⊆ ωω ∧ (∀g ∈ ωω)(∃ f ∈ F)(∃∞n ∈ ω)(g(n) < f (n))}.:

1.4.2. V=L: Gödel’s Axiom of Constructibility. V is the class of all sets. L is the set of all constructable

sets. That is to say, L is the smallest possible model of ZFC set theory; it includes only those sets specif-

ically guaranteed by the axioms. Godel’s Axiom of Constructibility says that V = L, or that all sets are

constructable. V = L is the strongest requirement that the universe be “controllable” in the way we spoke

of above.

1.4.3. CH: The Continuum Hypothesis. The continuum hypothesis, first posited by Georg Cantor,

states that there are no cardinals between ω and c. Alternatively, it can be thought of as saying that 2ℵ0 = ℵ1.

In 1900, Hilbert named the Continuum Hypothesis to be the first of his centennial problems. In 1939, Kurt

Gödel proved that it was impossible to disprove CH with only the ZFC axioms. It took another three

decades for Paul Cohen (using forcing) to show it likewise impossible to prove CH within ZFC.

1.4.4. MA: Martin’s Axiom. Martin’s Axiom, attributed to D.A. Martin, says that no compact CCC Haus-

dorff space is the union of <c nowhere dense sets. Martin observed that several models of set theory which

contained Suslin Lines (see ) contained a similar assumption. That common feature is now called Martin’s

Axiom.

Notice the similarity between Martin’s Axiom and the Baire Category Theorem. In point of fact, assum-

ing CH, the Baire Category Theorem is simply a stronger version of Martin’s Axiom. Indeed, assume CH.

In this case, the Baire Category Theorem tells us that no locally compact Hausdorff space is the union of <c

nowhere dense sets.

There are other versions of Martin’s Axiom. In particular, for any cardinal κ, MA(κ) says that for any

CCC space, X, and any family, D of dense sets in X, with #D ≤ κ, there is a filter F on X such that F
⋂

d

is non-empty for every d ∈ D. The usual MA is equivalent to (∀κ < c) (MA (κ)). Of particular interest is

MA (ℵ1).
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1.4.5. ♦: Diamond. Recall that a subset of ω1 is stationary if it meets every closed, unbounded subset

of ω1. ♦ can be defined in many alternative ways:

(1) ♦: There is a family of functions, { fα}α∈ω1
so that

(a) for each α, fα maps α into α

(b) If f maps ω1 into ω1, then {α : f � α = fα} is stationary.

(2) ♦1: There is a family of subsets of ω1, {Sα}α∈ω1
so that

(a) Sα ⊂ α

(b) If S ⊂ ω1then {α : S ∩ α = Sα} is stationary.

(3) ♦2: There is a family of subsets of ω1 ×ω1, {Mα}α∈ω1
so that

(a) Mα ⊂ α× α

(b) If M ⊂ ω1 ×ω1, then {α : M ∩ (α× α) = Mα}is stationary.

(4) ♣: Let {λα}α∈ω1
be an order-preserving index of the limit ordinals in ω1. Then ♣ says that: There

is a family of subsets of ω1, {Sα}α∈ω1
so that

(a) Sα is cofinal in λα

(b) If S is an uncountable subset of ω1, then there is an α ∈ ω1 with Sα ⊂ S.

♣ is also sometimes called “Ostaszewski’s Principle”, because it was first formulated by Ostaszewski to

construct his space (see Section 2.4).

It is a fact that these three formulations of ♦ are equivalent, but that ♣ is weaker than ♦ [Rudin, p.

32-33]

1.4.6. PFA: Proper Forcing Axiom. A partially ordered set (poset), X, is called proper if, for all regular

cardinals λ > ℵ0, forcing with P preserves stationary subsets of [λ]ω. The Proper Forcing Axiom asserts

that if X is proper and (for each α < ω1) Da is dense in X, then there is a filter G ⊆ P such that Dα ∩ G 6= Ø

for all α < ω1.

1.4.7. Relationships between these assumptions.

(1) V=L implies ♦.

(2) ♦ implies CH.

(3) ♦ implies ♣.

(4) ♣ and (MA + ¬CH) are contradictory.

(5) ♣ + CH is equivalent to ♦

(6) CH implies MA.

(7) PFA implies MA.

(8) PFA implies 2ℵ0 = ℵ2 (and so PFA and CH are contradictory).

7



CHAPTER 2

EXAMPLE SPACES

In this section, I will present several examples of S and L-spaces which are T3. Each of them require

assumptions in excess of ZFC. Some will be constructed in detail, while others will be only briefly sketched.

The details of those constructions can be found in the works cited.

2.1. Non-Regular S & L spaces

Theorem 2.1.1. There is a T2 (non-regular) S space.

PROOF. Fix X, an arbitrary subset of R with cardinality ω1. Order it so that X = {xα}α<ω1
. Define a

topology on X so that a basic set around xαis the αth initial interval intersected with a standard epsilon-ball.

That is, let the basic open sets around xα be Uα,ε = B(xα, ε) ∩
{

xβ

}
β<α

for each 0 < ε ≤ ∞. Call this new

topology τ. We have constructed τ to be RS, so its not HL.

However, it is HS. Indeed, suppose Y is an arbitrary subset of X ⊆ R. Because R is HS under its usual

topology, there’s some subset, D ⊆ Y, which is countable and (metrically) dense in Y. Without loss of

generality, D = Y ∩ {xα}α<δ for some countable δ.

Now D is also τ-dense in Y because for any xα ∈ Y and for any ε > 0:

if α < δ, then xα ∈ D itself

if α ≥ δ then (since D is metric-dense in Y) B (xα, ε) contains an xβεD which implies that β < δ ≤ α, so

xβ ∈
{

xβ

}
β<α

as well, and so xβεUαas desired. �

When, in Section 2.3, we construct the Kunen line as our archetypal example of a regular S-space, we

will modify the method of the above proof in order to ensure that the neighborhoods are clopen, thus

ensuring zero-dimensionality, and thus regularity.

Theorem 2.1.2. There is a T2 (non-regular) L space.

PROOF. As in the above S space example, we will construct new neighborhoods of the real line in in

order to destroy separability, and then show that Lindelöfness was not destroyed.

Let (X, τ) be an arbitrary subset of the reals, well-ordered so that X = {xα}α∈ω1
. Further, let each

τ-open neighborhood of each xα be a set of the form B (xα, ε) ∩
{

xβ

}
β>α

. By defining intervals in this way,

we have certainly made X to be LS, and so surely not HS.

8



To ensure that X is HL, let Y ⊆ X and C = {Cα}α∈A a cover of Y by basic open sets. We shall construct a

countable sub-cover of C. Recall that since the Cαare basic open sets, we have, for each α, Cα = Y∩ (Iα ∩Uα)

where Iαis an open interval in R and Uα =
{

xβ

}
β>γα

for some γα ∈ ω1.

Notice that I = {Iα}α∈A is an open cover of Y in the metric topology, so it must have a countable sub-

cover, call it I∗ =
{

Iβ

}
β∈B for some countable B ⊆ A. Now, (∃γ < ω1) (∀β ∈ B) (β < γ). Let C∗ = {Cα}αεB.

Notice that C∗now covers {xδ ∈ Y : δ > γ}, but, since γ is countable, there are only countably many δ ≯ γ.

We can add in the Cα’s which cover those, and acquire a countable subset of C which covers all of Y. That is:

C∗ ∪ {Cδ}δ≤β is a countable sub-cover of C which covers all of Y. So, X is HL as desired, and so an L-space,

as claimed. �

2.2. A T3 S space using the boundedness number

2.2.1. Notation.

X[≤ f ]:: For any set X and any f ∈ X, let X[≤ f ] = {g ∈ X : g ≤ f }.

Bn ( f ):: For any f ∈ X and any n ∈N, letBn ( f ) = {g ∈ X : (∀m < n) g(m) = f (m)}.

B≤n ( f ) :: For any f ∈ X and any n ∈N, let B≤n ( f ) = Bn( f ) ∩ X[≤ f ]

2.2.2. The existence of a regular S space.

Theorem 2.2.1. There exists a T3 S space under b = ω1.

Assume that b = ω1. Let X = { fα}α<ω1 be any unbounded subset of ωω wherein all the fα’s are strictly

increasing functions. To begin, we think of X as having the (Baire) product topology it inherits as a subset

of ωω. We want to construct a new topology on X which will make it an S space. To do so, for each f ∈ X,

we add X[≤ f ] as a new open set. We will call this new space X[≤].

Proposition 2.2.2. X[≤] is T3, not Lindelöf, but is hereditarily separable, that is, X[≤] is a T3 S space.

2.2.3. Proof.

Claim 2.2.3. X[≤] is regular because it has a basis of clopen sets.

PROOF. Observe that the nth basic neighborhood of f ∈ X[≤] is B≤n ( f ). In other words, the nth basic

open neighborhood of f consists of all those sequences in X which agree with f for the first n places, and

thereafter remain smaller than f .

Now, each X[≤ f ] is closed in the original (Baire) topology, because X \X [≤ f ] = {g ∈ X : (∃n) (g(n) > f (n))}.

Now, choose any g ∈ X/X [≤ f ]. Bn+1(g) = {h : (∀m < n + 1) (h(m) = g(m))}is a Baire neighborhood

around g. Surely, if h ∈ Bn+1(g) then h (n) = g (n) > f (n) and so h ∈ X \ X [≤ f ] which implies (since h

9



was arbitrary) that Bn+1(g) ⊆ X \ X [≤ f ] and so X/X [≤ f ] is Baire-open and so X [≤ f ] is Baire-closed as

desired.

Let {Tn}n∈ω be a countable base for ωω (we know this exists because ωω is surely second countable).

For every f ∈ X, the collection {Tn ∩ X [≤ f ] : f ∈ Tn} is a local base for f in X[≤] because, given any

B≤n ( f ), we know (∃k) ( f ∈ Tk ⊆ Bn( f )) and so f ∈ Tk ∩ X [≤ f ]⊆ B≤n ( f ). �

Claim 2.2.4. X[≤] is not Hereditarily Lindelöf.

PROOF. In order to show that X[≤] is not HL, we show that it is right separated. To do this, we show

that every initial segment under the <∗well-ordering is open in X[≤]. Let I ( f ) = {g ∈ X : g <∗ f } be such

an initial segment, and fix h ∈ I ( f ). We need to find an n ∈ ω so that B≤n (h) ⊆ I ( f ). Recall that h ∈ I ( f )

implies h <∗ f , which means (∃n ∈ ω) (m > n =⇒ h (m) < f (m)). So, for that particular n, B≤n (h) ⊆ I ( f ).

Recall that the fact that initial segments are open under any topology implies that a set is RS, and that an

uncountable RS set cannot be HL. �

Claim 2.2.5. X[≤] is Hereditarily Separable.

PROOF. Assume that X[≤] is not HS. Then it must have an uncountable LS subspace, which we will

enumerate Y = {yα}α<ω1 . Now, notice that for every α we have Uα open around yα so that yβ ∈ Uα ⇒

β ≥ α; in fact, this is the very definition of LS. Since we have a local basis (above) at each f , we need

only consider Uα of the form Tnyα
∩ X[≤ yα]. Now, there are only countably many Tn, but there are an

uncountable number of y′αs, so the vast majority of the Tnyα
must all be the same.

Without loss of generality, we assume that all of them are, say (∀α)
(

Tnyα
= TN

)
. Now, recall that

β < α =⇒ yβ � yα, so, if we fix an n ∈ N, and let the α′s increase through ω1, we find that we have a

strictly increasing, uncountable set {yα (n)}α∈ω1
, but each of the yα (n) has to be a natural number, and there

just aren’t enough of them! Having arrived at a contradiction, we see that there cannot be an uncountable

LS subspace of X, and so X must be HS as desired. �

2.3. The Kunen Line: A regular S space under CH

The Kunen Line is a classic example of a T3 S space, with a usefully generalizable construction tech-

nique. It is similar to the T2 example of an S space constructed in Theorem 5.1. The Kunen Line, like the

examples above, is built out of the real line, however, it is important to note that, despite the name, the

Kunen Line is NOT linearly ordered.

Most texts, including [Kunen&Vaughn] and [Just&Weese] from which this treatment is adapted, present

the complicated and technical construction of the Kunen Line without much motivational exposition. It is

my hope here to provide a readable explanation of the reasons why the Kunen Line is constructed as it is.
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2.3.1. Definition of the Kunen Line. The Kunen Line is a zero-dimensional, first countable, locally

compact, regular S space.

Theorem 2.3.1. Let R = {xα}α∈ω1
be a well ordering of the real numbers, which assumes c = ω1 (CH). There is

some topology τ, so that:

(1) Each initial segment Xβ = {xα : α < β} is open. That is to say, (R, τ) is RS, and so not HL.

(2) The difference between the usual metric topology and the new one is small. More formally,

#
(

A/Aτ
)
≤ ℵ0 for every countable A ⊆ R. (where µ is the usual topology on R).

(3) (R, τ) is zero-dimensional; it has a basis of clopen sets.

(4) (R, τ) is first countable; every point has a countable local basis.

(5) (R, τ) is locally compact; every point has a compact neighborhood.

Proposition 2.3.2. (R, τ) as described above is a T3 S space.

PROOF. Notice that for any X, a subspace of R, X is surely µ-separable, so there is a D ⊆ X which is

countable and µ-dense in X. By (2) above, we know that X/Dτ is countable. So D
⋃

X/Dτ is countable and

τ− dense in X. So, (R, τ) is hereditarily separable. Moreover, we know that zero-dimensional T2 spaces are

regular, and so, since (1) requires that it not be hereditarily Lindelöf, (R, τ)is a regular S space as desired.

�

2.3.2. Motivation for the Construction. Recall (1.3.2) that a space is hereditarily Lindelöf if and only

if it does not contain an uncountable set which can be right separated. As in the non-regular example in

Theorem 5.1, we want to modify the usual topology on some cardinality ω1 subset of R, which we call X,

so that every initial segment is open, in order to prevent hereditary Lindelöfness.

At the same time, we want to “build in” regularity. By examining the example in 5.1, we see that

what precluded the regularity of that space was that the closures were “too small”. That is, too many sets

were closed, which means too many sets were open. We want to make the least number of new sets we

can which will still allow the set to be right separated (so not hereditarily Lindelöf) without messing up

hereditary separability.

To do this, we will construct our new topology on the real numbers so that, for every countable set, A ⊆

X, Aµ \ Aτ is only countable. If we assure ourselves of this, then, given any particular subset of X, say Y, we

will be able to find a countable set A which is metric dense in Y, and then we can let D∗ = D ∪
(

Dµ \ Dτ
)
,

and then D∗τ = Y

In order to ensure that we don’t add too many open sets, we will add our open neighborhoods “one

point at a time” along X’s order. That is, we will construct a sequence of topologies
(
Xβ, τβ

)
where at
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step β we will determine the open neighborhoods of the point xβ and add them to the topology we have

constructed up to that point. Because we need to be careful to maintain the hereditary separability inherited

from R as we go, we need to construct these neighborhoods in such a way as to preserve the density of those

metric-dense sets. To do this, we will list all the countable sets which contain xβ in their closure, and then

construct the neighborhoods of xβ by stepping along that order, making sure each neighborhood of xβ hits

each of those sets at least once.

For little extra effort, we can, in fact, make a new countable basis of open/compact sets, which garners

us local compactness and first countability in addition to regularity.

2.3.3. Proof of Existence.

2.3.3.1. Constructing the topology.

Notation. We label everything as follows:

(1) Xβ = {xα : α < β} is the βth initial segment.

(2) Let [R]ℵ0 = {Aγ}γεω1
be the set of all countable subsets of R, ordered arbitrarily.

(3) For each β, let Aβ be the set of all countable sets which contain xβ in their metric-closure.

(4) Cβ =
{

Aγ :
(

xβ ∈ Aγ

)
&
(

Aγ ⊆ Xβ

)
& (γ < β)

}
That is, Cβ is all sets in Aβ which lie entirely

within the βth initial segment and whose place in the arbitrary order from (2) is less that β. Notice

that, since β is countable, Cβ is as well.

(5) For each β, we have a sequence Sβ = {Aγn}nεωwherein each Aγ ∈ Cβ occurs infinitely many

times. This Sβ can be chosen arbitrarily, or it can “cycle through” all the Aγ ∈ Cβ “in order”.

(6) For each β, let yβ =
{

yβ
n

}
nεω

be a sequence where each ynεAγn is chosen so than lim
(

yβ
n

)
µ−→ xβ

. In particular, we choose yβ so that
∥∥∥yβ

n − xβ

∥∥∥ −→ 0. Notice that since every Aγ appears infinitely

many times in Sβ, yβcontains a sub-sequence yγ ⊆ Aγ which converges to xβ. We will construct

the neighborhoods of xβ in such a way that they each contain a tail of yβ, and therefore a tail of

each yγ. In this way, we ensure that each neighborhood of xβ intersects each AγεAβ and thus

doesn’t spoil the hereditary density inherited from R.

Set Up. Our goal is to construct, for each β ∈ ω1 a topology τβ on Xβ = {xα : α < β}with the following

properties:

• a) τ0 is the usual metric topology and each τβ contains all the metric-open intervals.

• b) If γ < β then τγ = τβ on Xγ. That is, we only add new sets to the topology when we add new

elements to the underlying space.

• c) If β is a limit ordinal then
⋃

α<β (τα) is a basis for τβ.
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• d) Every countable set which was metric-dense remains τβ-dense. To do so, we’ll to construct the

neighborhoods of xβ in such a way that hit each Aγ ∈ Cβ. Formally: A ∈ Cβ =
{

Aγ : (γ < β) &
(

Aγ ⊆ Xβ

)
&
(

xβ ∈ Aµ
γ

)}
=⇒

xβ ∈ Aτβ+1 .

• e)
(
Xβ, τβ

)
is zero dimensional; it has a basis of clopen sets.

• f)
(
Xβ, τβ

)
is first countable; it has a countable local basis at each point.

• g)
(
Xβ, τβ

)
is locally compact; every point has a compact neighborhood.

Once we have these topologies, the union of all of them will be a basis for our desired topology, τ. Notice

that (a)-(c) above satisfy (1) in our description of τ in Section 2.3.3.1. Further, it is clear that τ � Xβ = τβ,

and so any properties concerning local bases carry over directly from the X′βs to, and so (e) implies (3), (f)

implies (4) and (g) implies (5).

Finally, we see that (d) implies that A ∈ Cβ =⇒ xβ ∈ Aτ because on Xβ, τβ = τ. From this, we see that,

for any countable set, the difference between our new closure and the old metric one is at most countable:

Fix some countable Aγ = {an}n<ω ⊆ (R, τ). Now, if xβ ∈ Aγ/Aτ
γ, then Aγ /∈ Cβ, which means that

one of the following cases holds:

(1) β < γ=⇒ β is countable.

(2) Aγ * Xβ =⇒ (∃n) (αn) ≥ β =⇒ β is countable.

And so, it is clear that there can be only countably many xβ ∈ Aγ/Aτ
γ, which is exactly the condition desired

in 7.1.

The Construction of the nested topologies. Now, we need only to construct the sequence of topologies,{
τβ

}
β<ω1

(perhaps easier said than done).

Countable β. For the first countably many β, we have β < ω and so Xβ is finite, and therefor we can simply

consider it to be discrete. In this case, the usual metric topology satisfies all our criteria.

Limit Ordinals. As we approach each limit ordinal, λ, (c) above tells us we must set τλ to be the topology

generated by the basis
⋃

α<λ τλ.

Successor Ordinals. Now, for β > ω, we must define how to construct τβ+1from the preceding τβ’s. Since

we need our topologies to nest, the τβ+1 open neighborhoods of xα are the same as those under τβ whenever

α < β, so we need only determine neighborhoods for xβ. (d) above tells us how to choose them. Fix a β.

Recall that xβ ∈ Aγn for every Aγ ∈ Cβ (by definition). Because of this, we constructed a sequence of

reals yβ =
{

yβ
n

}
n∈N

⊆ Xβ with each yβ
n ∈ Aγn so that

∣∣∣yβ
n − xβ

∣∣∣ decreases to zero. Notice that, for every

Aγ ⊆ Cβ, yβcontains a sub-sequence yγ ⊆ Aγ.

Now, we want to construct the neighborhoods of xβ so that they each include the n-tail of yβ, and so

intersect each Aγ. To get all the features we want from our space, we want to do this in such a way that each
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neighborhood is compact. In essence, we will fatten each yn into a compact interval, and then let unions of

those intervals be neighborhoods of xβ.

For each n, we choose a sequence of closed, pairwise-disjoint intervals {In}n∈N so that yn is in the

interior of In for each n ∈ N. Next, we pick an inward-nesting sequence, of τβ-compact neighborhoods

Uβn ⊆ In around yn. Finally, we choose a sequence
{

Vβn

}
n∈N

of subsets of Xβ+1 to add to τβ to form a basis

for τβ+1 according to the following criteria:

(1) For each k ∈ N,
{

yβ
n : n ≥ k

}
⊆ Vβk , that is, Vβk contains the k-tail of yβ (and, therefore, the k-tail

of each yγ).

(2) For each k ∈N, Vβk

⋂
Xβis τβ-open. (That is, it was already open.)

(3)
⋂

k∈N Vβk =
{

xβ

}
. (That is, the V′s nest down onto xβ.)

(4) Vβk =
{

xβ

}
∪⋃n≥k Uβn

Having thus chosen our τ′βs, it remains to check that they do in fact fulfill all the necessary criteria.

2.3.3.2. Proof (by induction) that the nested topologies are as desired.

The induction hypotheses. At every step α < ω1, we assume (a) through (g) above for every β < α.

Finite β. In the finite case, all 7 properties are obvious.

Limit Ordinals. Assuming (a)-(e) for all α < β, (where β is a limit ordinal), we can infer they hold for(
Xβ, τβ

)
because we built in (a)-(c) and τβ = τα on Xα = Xβ \

{
xβ

}
and so local properties like (e)-(g) hold

in τβ if and only if they hold in all the preceding τ′αs. Since β is a limit ordinal, property (d) does not apply.

Successor Ordinals. Now, assuming (a)-(c) and (e)-(g) hold at stage β ≥ ω, we need to show (d) holds

at level β and (a)-(c) and (e)-(g) hold at β + 1. To prove (d) at level β, fix Aγ ∈ Cβ. We want to show that

xβ ∈ Aτβ+1 . By the definition of Cβ, we know that xβ ∈ Aµ
γ. We know, likewise that, for any α < γ < β,

xα ∈ Aγ. Now, we constructed the τβ+1 neighborhoods of xβ to include the k-tail of each yγ ⊆ Aγ which

each converges to xβ and so xβεA
τβ+1
γ , which is exactly condition (d).

To show (e), that
(
Xβ+1, τβ+1

)
is zero-dimensional, we need only prove that the Vβk are each β-closed.

Let U be a clopen basis for τβ which doesn’t have any sets which contain an infinite number of Vβk ’s. Let

U′ = U ∪
{

u ∩Vβn : uεU ∪
{

Xβ+1
}}

be a basis for τβ+1.

Fix x ∈ Xβ+1 and V ∈ U’ with x /∈ V . To show that Vβk is closed, we need to show that there is a

neighborhood of x disjoint from V. There are three cases to consider:

(1) If x = xβ, then some Vβk misses xβ by hypothesis, and so we’re done.

(2) x ∈ Xβ and V ∈ U then V is clopen, since U is a basis of τβ which is zero dimensional.

(3) x ∈ Xβ and V = u ∩ Vβk for some u and some k. If x < xβ (in the usual number-order of R) then

we can pick an n so that x 6= inf
⋃

j<n Ij. Now, since τβ refines the usual metric topology, we can
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find a w ∈ τβ open around x so that w ∩
{

u ∩⋃m<j<n Uj,β

}
= Ø. Now, w < inf

⋃
j<n Ij and so we

are done. The case where x > xβ is identical.

2.4. Ostaszewski’s Space: an S space under CH + CLUB

2.4.1. Ostaszewski’s Space.

Theorem 2.4.1. CH +♣ implies the existence of a topology, τ, on ω1 which is:

(1) Hausdorff

(2) perfectly normal and hereditarily normal

(3) countably compact

(4) hereditarily separable

(5) first countable

(6) possessed of a basis of compact, countable, open and closed sets

(7) so that all open sets are countable or co-countable

(8) so that every α < ω1 is open.

Notice that this implies that (ω1, τ) is neither compact nor Lindelöf, since there is an open cover of sets

which are each countable, and so no countable collection of them can cover ω1. A summary of the construc-

tion (as per [Rudin]) follows. This construction is very similar to that of Kunen’s Line.

2.4.2. Summary Proof of Existence. Assume S is a family satisfying ♣. Use CH to index the set of all

countably infinite subsets of ω1 as {Xα}α<ω1 with Xα ⊂ λα (where λα is the αth limit ordinal in ω1 ).

For each β < ω1, and for each nεω we define a set Uβ,n by induction:

Define Uk,n = k for all k, nεω

If 0 < γ < ω1 and for all α < γ and all β < λα then Uβ,n has been defined so that

(1)
{

Uβ,n : β < λα&nεω
}

is a basis for a Hausdorff topology τα on λα.

(2) Each Uβ,n with β < λα and nεω is compact in τα.

(3) (β + 1) ⊃ Uβ,0 ⊃ Uβ,1 ⊃ ... for any β < λα and, moreover,
{

Uβ,n
}

nεω
is a local basis for β in τα.

If γ is a successor ordinal, say γ = α + 1, we define Uβ,n for all λα ≤ β < λγ in two cases:

Case 1: Suppose Xα has no limit point in (λα, τα) . Choose disjoint subsets X = (x0 < x1 < x2 < ...)

of Xα and S = (s0 < s1 < ...) of Sα so that S is co-final with λα. Since X ∩ S = Ø and X ∪ S is discrete

and since(λα, τα)is countable, Hausdorff, and has a basis of open/compact sets there are disjoint families

{Vk}kεω and {Wk}kεω of disjoint basic open/compact sets with xkεVk, skεWk where
⋃

kεω (Vk ∪Wk) is closed.
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Partition ω into infinitely many infinite disjoint subsets N0, N1... Then, for each i, nεω, define U(λα+1),n =

{λα + i} ∪
⋃k>n

kεNi
{Vk ∪Wk}

Since, for i 6= j, Uλα+1,0 = Ø it will turn out that (1), (2), and (3) will all hold for γ.

Case 2: If Xα does have a limit point in (λα, τ) we make the same construction except we leave out all the

X’s and V’s. (Since the whole function of the X’s was to make sure the space was countable compact....every

countable infinite set needs some limit point. In this case we already have those limit points, there is no

need to add them artificially).

Now,
{

Uβ,n
}nεω

βεω1
is a basis for a topology τ on ω1. Ostaszewski’s space is now (ω1, τ). Clearly, (1), (2),

and (3) are satisfied with α = ω1 and, moreover, τ is clearly countably compact by construction. ♣ will

now ensure that open sets are either countable or co-countable and that closed sets are Gδ’s. Hereditary

normality and separability will follow therefrom.

2.4.3. General Ostaszewski Spaces.

Definition 2.4.2. A Hausdorff space X is called “sub-Ostaszewski” if it is uncountable, but every closed set

is ether countable or co-countable. A sub-Ostaszewski space which is also regular, countably compact, but

no compact is called an Ostaszewski space.

Theorem 2.4.3. Every sub-Ostaszewski space is hereditarily separable.

PROOF. Let X be a sub-Ostaszewski space. Since X is Hausdorff, given any two points, there are disjoint

neighborhoods each containing one of the points, call them U and V. But, now M = X \U and N = X \V are

both closed. That means either U or M is countable, and either V or N is countable. But, U ⊆ N and V ⊆ M,

so either U or V is itself countable. Now, since this argument will work for any two points, there can be

only one point in X which doesn’t have a countable neighborhood. By removing that point, we can assume

that X is locally countable. Now, recall 1.3.4 tells us that a locally countable space is hereditarily separable

if and only if it does not contain an uncountable discrete space. So, we assume Y were an uncountable

discrete subspace of X. We can split Y up into two uncountable sets, Y1and Y2 with Y1 ∩ Y2 = Ø. Now, Y1

is uncountable, but so is Y \ Y1, which is a contradiction, since X is sub-Ostaszewski. Therefor, X must be

hereditarily separable as desired. �

Theorem 2.4.4. There are models of ZFC+CH which do not allow any Ostaszewski spaces. (Eisworth, 1999)
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2.5. Suslin (Souslin) Lines and Trees:

2.5.1. Trees.

2.5.1.1. Definitions and Preliminary Theorems.

Tree:: A tree is a partially ordered set (T, <) such that every initial segment, [x] = {y ∈ T : y < x} is

well ordered.

Level:: The αth level of a tree T is T (α) = Tα = {t ∈ T : [t] ' α}, that is, the set of all elements the

set of whose predecessors is order isomorphic to α.

Height:: The height of a tree T is the smallest α so that the αth level of T is empty. We write ht(T) for

the height of T.

Branch:: see chain

Chain:: A chain (or branch) is a linearly ordered subset of T.

Antichain:: An antichain is a subset of a tree all of whose members are incomparable. More formally,

it is a subset of the tree such that no node in the set is the descendant of any other node. The size

of the largest antichain gives a rough measure of the width of the tree. Antichains are also called

“levels”.

Everywhere-splitting:: A tree is called an everywhere-splitting tree if above every element are (at

least) two incomparable elements. That is, (∀tεT) (∃r, s) (r, s > t & r ≮ s & s ≮ r)

Tree-topology:: The tree topology is that whose basis is the open intervals of T. A tree topology of

this type is always regular and Hausdorff.

Partial-order-topology:: The partial order topology is that which has {x ∈ T : x ≥ y}y∈T as its basis.

This topology is rarely even Hausdorff.

König’s-Lemma:: If T is an infinite tree, and if each antichain Tn is finite, then T has an infinite

branch.

Canonical Extension:: Every tree extends to a canonical linear order as follow:

Suppose T is a tree under ≤. Let ≺ be an arbitrary linear order on T(α), the αth level of T.

For x ∈ T(α) and β < α, we define x(β) to be the unique z ∈ T(β) with z < x. We define the

linear order on T by x < y =⇒ x (α) ≺ y (β) and if α is the least ordinal with x(α) 6= y(α) then

x(α) ≺ y(α).

2.5.1.2. Cantor Trees. A Cantor Tree, T, is developed from the usual middle-third Cantor set in the

following way: Let the first level of the tree be [0, 1], the second [0, 1
3 ] ∪ [ 2

3 , 1] and so forth. The ω level

of this tree is C, the usual middle-thirds Cantor set. The partial order on this tree, as expected, is ⊆, set

inclusion.
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Now, given any cardinal κ with ω < κ ≤ c and any B with #B = κ T \ C ⊆ B ⊆ T, then we call B a

κ-Cantor tree.

2.5.1.3. Aronszajn Trees. An Aronszajn tree is an uncountable tree with no uncountable branches and no

uncountable antichains. More generally, for any cardinal κ, a κ-Aronszajn tree is a tree of height κ wherein

all the antichains and branches have size less than κ. Notice that a usual Aronszajn tree is the same as

ℵ1-Aronszajn trees. It is a fact (König’s Lemma) that there is no such thing as an ℵ0-Aronszajn tree. It is

likewise known (proved by Aronszajn) that Aronszajn trees exist in ZFC. The existence of ℵ2-Aronszajn

trees is known to be undecidable. They exist when CH is true, but it is consistent for them not to exist

under certain other assumptions.

2.5.2. Suslin Lines: The real line is characterized as the unique unbounded, dense, complete, separa-

ble, linear order. What if we try to replace separability by CCC? Is the resulting space still unique? A Suslin

line is any non-empty, totally ordered set S with the following five properties:

(1) S has neither a least nor a greatest element.

(2) S is order-dense.

(3) S is order-complete.

(4) S is CCC.

(5) S is NOT order isomorphic to the real line.

First proposed by Mikhail Yakovlevich Suslin in the early 1920’ s the Suslin Hypothesis conjectures that there

are no Suslin lines. Equivalently, since R surely satisfies #1 through 4, the Suslin Hypothesis can be phrased

as, “Every CCC, dense, complete linear order without endpoints is isomorphic to the real line.” Alternatively, a

Suslin Line can be defined as “linear CCC connected non-separable space”. For many years, the existential

status of Suslin lines was unclear. It is now known to be independent of ZFC.

2.5.3. Suslin Trees: A tree is a partially ordered set, (S,≤) with a smallest element, so that every initial

segment is well ordered by≤ . A Suslin tree is a tree of height ω1 such that every branch and every antichain

is at most countable. Notice that every Suslin tree is an Aronszajn tree; in fact, under CH, Aronszajn and

Suslin trees are identical.

Definition 2.5.1. (regular) A tree with the following two properties is called regular.

(1) For each node on the tree, the set of all immediate successors is countable.

(2) If x, y ∈ Tα for a limit ordinal α < ht(T) and If {z ∈ T|z < x} = {z ∈ T|z < y} then x = y.

Theorem 2.5.2. The existence of a Suslin Tree guarantees the existence of an everywhere-splitting Suslin Tree.
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PROOF. Let T be a Suslin tree. We need to get rid of all those elements which do not split. Let

S = {t ∈ T : (r, s > t) =⇒ ((r < s) ∨ (s < r))}, That is, S is the set of all t whose predecessors are all

comparable (places where no branches split off). Let A be the set of all minimal elements of S (that is,

A = {t ∈ T : (∀s ∈ S) (s ≮ t)}.

A is an antichain, so (since T is Suslin) A must be countable. Now, for any tεA, R = {rεT : r > t} is

countable, since it’s a chain in a Suslin tree. It is a chain becasue t ∈ A ⊆ S and so everything bigger than t

is comparable (this is the defintion of S).

So, T∗ = T/
⋃

tεA {r ∈ T : r > t} is uncountable, and a subset of T, so it must have no uncountable

chains or antichains, and is therefore Suslin. [Roitman] �

Theorem 2.5.3. The existence of an everywhere-splitting Suslin Tree guarantees the existence of a Suslin Line.

PROOF. Assume (T,≤T) is an everywhere-splitting Suslin tree. Let B be the set of all branches of T,

and let T∗ = T ∪ B. We order T∗ by l as follows:

t, s ∈ T =⇒ (tl s⇔ t <T s)

t ∈ T&bεB =⇒ (tl b⇔ t ∈ b)

t ∈ T∗& b ∈ B =⇒ (bl t⇒ b = t)

Extend l linearly in the canonical way. Call this extension ≺.

I claim that (B,≺)is a Suslin Line. Since it is obviously linearly ordered and connected, we need check

only that it is non-separable and CCC. �

Claim 2.5.4. (B,≺) is not separable.

PROOF. Imagine B had a countable dense set. Without loss of generality, we can extend that countable

set to a countable initial segment (since every branch is countable). Call the dense initial segment T∗α . If tεT

and the height of t is greater that α (so t /∈ T∗α ), then (since T splits everywhere) there is some sεT so that

s ≥ t so that the interval (t, s) =
{

xεT∗ : t ≺ x & s � x
}

has at least three branches in it. Therefore B ∩ (t, s)

contains a whole interval of B. Now, fix any bεB ∩ (t, s). Since ht(b) > ht(t) > α, b cannot be in T∗α , and so

T∗α cannot be dense in B (since it misses a whole interval of B). �

Claim 2.5.5. (B,≺) is CCC.

PROOF. Imagine C was a pairwise disjoint collection of non-empty ≺-intervals in B (that is, intervals

of branches). Since the endpoints of each interval in C are in B, the endpoints of each interval in C are not

≺-comparable. For each interval I = (rI , sI) ∈ C, let I∗ = {tεT : rI < t < sI} . Pick a branch b(I) ∈ I and

tI 6= sI ∈ b(I). Then tIεI∗and if tI < tj then tjεI∗. But then b(J)εI, even though J and I were supposed to
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be disjoint. So, the tI ’s must be incomparable in T, and so, since T is Suslin, C must be countable, and so B

must be CCC as desired. this completes the proof. �

Theorem 2.5.6. The existence of a Suslin Line guarantees the existence of a Suslin Tree.

Let Y be a Suslin line. Since Y is not separable, no countable subset of Y is dense in Y. We can assume,

without loss of generality, (by possibly replacing Y with a small enough subinterval) that Y is everywhere

non-separable, i.e., that every countable set is nowhere dense.

We will define, by induction, a tree T =
⋃

α<ω1
Tα, where Tα is the set of elements on level α. Each Tα

will be a maximal collection of non-empty open intervals. T will be ordered by reverse inclusion.

(1) T0 = {Y} , the whole Suslin line.

(2) Given Tα, Tα+1 is chosen so that:

(a) every interval in Tα+1 is open

(b) every interval is properly contained in some interval of Tα

(c) the intervals are disjoint.

(d) Tα is maximal. (i.e.,
⋃

Tαis dense.)

(3) If γ is a limit ordinal, Tγ is defined to be the set of non-empty intervals of the form
(⋂

ε<γ
⋃

Tε

)
.

Now, we need to show that the T′γs defined like this are maximal (i.e.,
⋃

Tγ is dense). Recall that Y is a

Suslin Line, so that it is CCC. Therefore, Tγ, being a collection of pairwise disjoint open intervals, is at most

countable. Therefore Tγ has at most countably many endpoints. Since Y is everywhere-nonseparable, this

collection, Eγ, of endpoints, must be nowhere dense. Since at each stage Ta was maximal, there are no

interval “gaps”, that is Y = Ta ∪ Ea

Now, letting T =
⋃

α<ω1
Tα, it is clear that T has height ω1, has branches/chains which are countable,

and that the antichains are exactly the levels which we just showed to be countable collections of intervals,

since Y is CCC, and so T is a Suslin Tree.

Theorem 2.5.7. V=L implies the existence of a κ-Suslin Tree for every infinite successor cardinal κ. (Jensen, 1972)

The existence of a Suslin Tree is to the existence of a certain uncountable collection of real sets.

The existence of a Suslin Tree is equivalent to the existence of an uncountable collection of real sets, C,

so that:

(1) any two sets in the collection are either disjoint or one of them is a subset of the other

(2) if G is any uncountable sub-collection of C, then G has at least two disjoint members and at least

two members one of whom is a subset of the other
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PROOF. Assume there is a Suslin tree, S. Let f be a one-to-one function from some uncountable subset

of S into R. For each xεS, let U(x) = {y : x ≤ y} and let F = { f (U(x)) : x ∈ S}. Then F has the desired

properties. Conversely, if there is a collection F, let A ≤ B mean B ⊆ A, for any A, BεF. Then, F is a Suslin

Tree. �

Theorem 2.5.8. The existence of a Suslin Line guarantees the existence of a regular S space.

2.5.3.1. Notation.

Tα Let Tα be the αth level of T.

ht(t) Let ht(t) be the level of the tree to which t belongs.

R Suppose that H⊂ T. Let R = {r ∈ T : r < h ∈ H} . That is, let R be the set of all predecessors of

H.

Let (T,≤) be a Suslin Tree. Let Q be a maximal antichain in T \ R and choose α ∈ ω1 with α >ht(t) for

all t ∈ Q. If t ∈ R ∩ Tα, then any maximal antichain in {x ∈ H : x > t} is also a maximal antichain in

{x ∈ T : x > t} . Assume there were a yεT \ H so that y > t and y incomparable with all other x > t. Since

t ∈ R ∩ Tαand y > t, we know that ht(y) = α, and so ht(y) > α, which means that it must be in H, since R

is the set of predecessors of H.

If γ > αand tεR ∩ Tγ, define γ = γ0 < γ1 < ... and define antichains A0, A1, ... by induction so that An

is a maximal antichain in
{

xεH ∩
(⋃

β>γn Tβ

)
: x > t

}
and γn+1 > l(x) for all xεAn. Then, if γ′ is the limit

of γ0,γ1... , the tail of every chain running through the tree from t to level γ’ hits infinitely many of the An.

Now, to make T an S space, for each tεT, let A = {(n, α, t) ∈ ω×ω1 × T : α < l(t)}where α is a limit

level. If α is a limit ordinal in ω1, then select an increasing sequence α0 < α1 < ... having α as a limit.

For each A = (n, α, t) εA, we choose a chain Z(A) in T running from the predecessor of t in Tαn to Tα

such that Z(A) is not contained in {p < r} for any rεTα. We make the choice in such a way that, for any

γ < w1, there is a tail Zγ(A) of the chain Z(A) so that Zγ(A) ∩ Zγ(m, β, r) = Ø unless the same term of Tγ

precedes both t and r.

Topologize T by declaring a V ⊆ T to be open if, for each t ∈ V and for each limit α < l(t), there is a

k ∈ ω so that, for all n > k, a tail of Z(n, α, t) is contained in V.

Now, T with this topology is:

(1) not Lindelöf, because:
{⋃

β<a Tβ

}
α<ω1

is an open cover with no countable sub-cover.

(2) hereditarily separable, because of the argument at the beginning.

(3) T1

(4) Normal, and therefore regular, because:
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(a) Imagine that H and K are disjoint closed sets. By the argument at the beginning, there is a

γ < ω1 so that, for every tεTγ, either {x > t} ⊂ H or {x > t} ⊂ K or (H ∩ K) = Ø. Because

of this, we can assume that
⋃

δ>γ Tδ ⊂ (H ∩ K) and also that γ is not a limit ordinal.

(b) If t ∈ T and α < l(t)is a limit, let An = (n, α, t) for each n ∈ ω. Now, there is a k ∈ ω and, for

each n, a tail Y(An) of Z(An) which intersects H only if t ∈ H and intersects K only if t ∈ K .

Take Y(An) ⊂ Zγ(An).

(c) Let Yt =
⋃

n>k Y(An). Then,
⋃

tεH Yt and
⋃

tεK Yt are disjoint closed sets containing H and K,

respectively; hence T is normal (and regular).

And so T is the regular S space we predicted.

2.5.4. The existence of a Suslin Tree guarantees a regular L-Space. Suppose S contains a Suslin tree.

Then S contains an everywhere-splitting Suslin tree T. Since Tx = {y ∈ T : y < x}is completely ordered

for each x, we can associate each node of T with an ordinal number. Since we know that the branches and

antichains of T are at most countable, we order each branch to make it a copy of Z (or a subset of Z). Call

the resulting branch-space X, and topologize this set of branches so that [t] = {B ∈ X : t ∈ B} is open for

each tεT. This is the standard branch-space topology.

Now, for each tεT, [t] is actually clopen in X. To see that [t] is closed, consider Y = X \ [t] =all branches

which do not contain t. Fix BεY. We need to find an open set containing B which is inside Y. Since B is a

branch of T, which splits-everywhere, there is a minimal place where B and [t] disagree; call that element

s. Now, [s] surely cannot contain t, and so Bε [s] ⊆ Y as desired. So, Y is open, and so [t] is closed, and

therefore clopen, as desired. Since X now has a basis of clopen sets, it is regular.

Let Y be any collection of branches in X, and let U be any open cover of Y by basic open sets, i.e.

U = {[u]}. We will call t ∈ T “U”-minimal if

(1) There is a U ∈ U with [t] ∩Y ⊆ U.

(2) If s < t, then there is NOT a U ∈ U with [s] ∩Y ⊆ U.

Then the set M(U ) consisting of all U -minimal points of T is an anti-chain of T, so (since T is Suslin) M(U )

is countable.

Define r(U ) = {[t]εY : t ∈ M(U )}. This is clearly countable, but it’s not quite a sub-cover of U . For

that, we simply choose, for each tεM(U ) , we can choose a UtεU so that [t] ⊆ Ut. Call the collection of

those Ut’s U ′. U ′ is a countable sub-cover of Y. To show this, it suffices to show that every branch has a

U -minimal element. Assume it did not, then for every a < b, there would be a U ∈ U with [a] ∩ Y ⊆ U.

However, since U is basic, it is clopen, and so, if it contains every [a]with a < b, it must also contain [b] and

thus B.
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So Y is Lindelöf, and therefore X is hereditarily Lindelöf.

Now, X is not hereditarily separable. If it were, then it would be an unbounded, dense, complete,

separable, linear order, but R is the only such space.

2.5.5. Diamond Guarantees a Suslin Tree.

2.5.5.1. Summary. We construct a tree T =
⋃

α<ω1
Tα by transfinite induction on α. We need to do this

in such a way that T has no uncountable antichains. Since #T = ℵ1 there are 2ℵ1 > ℵ1 subsets of T. So there

are > ℵ1 uncountable subsets, none of which can be allowed to be antichains. That is a lot of things to keep

track of at each step! It is for this that we will use ♦.

We will set up our recursion in such a way that any A ∈ Wα which was a maximal antichain in Tα

constructed before stage α stays maximal from then on. ♦ implies that when X is a maximal antichain in T,

then X ∩ Tαis a maximal antichain in Tα and that X ∩ Tα ∈Wαfor some α < ω1.

Since the antichains can’t grow, X ∩ Tα = X and so the antichain X must be countable (since Tαis).

2.5.5.2. A tiny problem. The power of ♦ applies only to subsets of ω1, but we want to construct our tree

on subsets of [ω]<ω1 . To solve this, we prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2.5.9. ♦ implies that there exists a sequence of sets, {Zα}α<ω1
so that, for each α < ω1:

(1) Zα ⊆ [ω]<α

(2) Zαis at most countable

(3) If X ⊆ [ω]<ω1 then
{

α < ω1|X ∩ [ω]<α ∈ Zα

}
is stationary.

2.5.5.3. Proof of 2.5.9. Notice that # [ω]<ω1 = #
⋃

α<ω1
[ω]α = ∑α<ω1

2ℵ0 = ℵ1. Now, let F be a 1:1

mapping of [ω]<ω1 onto ω1.

Claim 2.5.10. SF =
{

α < ω1| sup F [ω]α = α
}

is closed and unbounded.

It is clear that SF is closed. Indeed, given any β < ω1, we can recursively define: α0 = β and αn+1 =

sup F [ω]αn and then let α = sup {αn|n ∈N}. Then surely β ≤ α < ω1 and so α ∈ SF

Now, to see that it is unbounded, set Zα =
{

F−1 [A] ∩ [ω]<α |A ∈Wα

}
for any α ∈ SF and Zα = Ø

otherwise. Surely Zα is countable (it’s a subset of [ω]<α. If X ⊆ [ω]ω1 then F [X] ⊆ ω1 and so S =

{α < ω1|F [X] ∩ α ∈Wα} is stationary. This means that S ∩ SF is also stationary and so α ∈ S ∩ S f implies

that X ∩ [ω]<α = F−1 [F [X] ∩ α] ∈ Zα.
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2.5.5.4. The Suslin Tree Construction. In this section we construct a Suslin Tree. Before doing so, we will

need a few definitions and

Definition 2.5.11. (normal) A regular tree (T,≤) is normal if, for all α < β < h(T) and for all x ∈ Tα we

have y ∈ Tβ so that x < y.

We will construct Tα by transfinite recursion so that each #Tα ≤ ℵ0 and so that Tα+1 =
⋃

β≤α Tβ is

normal. We put T0 = {Ø}.

Successor ordinals: Given that Tα ⊆ ωα so that the conditions above are fulfilled for α, we let Tα+1 ={
f ∪ {(α, n)}n∈N & f ∈ Tα

}
. Notice that now #Tα+1 ≤ ℵ0 and that Tα+2 is normal as desired.

Limit ordinals: By the induction hypothesis, every Tβ is normal whenever β < α, so Tα =
⋃

β<α Tβis

also normal. Additionally, #Tα ≤ ∑β<α #Tα ≤ ℵ0.

Now, let {Cn}n∈N be the (at most countable) collection of all elements of Zα which are maximal an-

tichains in Tα.

Claim 2.5.12. For each f ∈ Tα there is a branch b of length α such that f ⊆ b and, for every n ∈ N, there is

some g ∈ Cnwith g ⊆ b.

PROOF. We fix an increasing sequence of ordinals, {αn}n∈ω so that α0 = dom ( f ) and supn∈ω αn = α.

We will construct the required b by recursion. Let b0 = f . Given that dombn ≥ αn, we know that there

is a g ∈ Cn comparable with g n. If there wasn’t, then Cn ∪ {bn} would be an antichain in Tα, but Cn is

supposed to be maximal.

Now, if αn+1 ≤ dom (g), then we let bn+1 = g. If not, then we can let bn+1 ∈ Tαn+1with bn+1 ⊇

g ∪ bn (We know this exists because Tαn+1 is normal.) If we now let b =
⋃

n∈N bn, we have that dom (b) =

sup {αn|n ∈N}. A quick examination shows that all the other promised properties of b are as they should

be, and so the claim is proved. �

For every f ∈ Tα we choose one branch b f , as in the above claim. we set Tα =
{

b f | f ∈ Tα
}

. Surely

this is a normal tree, and #Tα+1 ≤ ℵ0/ Moreover, each C n remains a maximal antichain in Tα+1/ This is

because each b ∈ Tαwas chosen to be comparable with some g ∈ Cn.

This completes the recursive construction. From here, we let T =
⋃

α<ω1
Tαand notice that T is a normal

tree of height ω1. Now, we need to show that T has no antichains of cardinality ℵ1. Assume it did. Call that

antichain X, without loss of generality X can be maximal.

Claim 2.5.13. SX = {α < ω1|X ∩ Tαis a maximal antichain in Tα}

is closed and unbounded.
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PROOF. Let β < ω1be any. We construct a sequence {an}n∈N by recursion: a0 = β, and, with a induc-

tion hypothesis that Tαn is at most countable, and for every f ∈ Tan there is some g f ∈ X comparable with f.

(If there wasn’t, then X would not be a maximal antichain.) By letting an+1 = sup
[{(

dom
(

g f

)
+1| f ∈ Tan

)}
∪ {an}

]
.

If a = sup {an|n ∈ ω}, then we have β ≤ α < ω1 and each f ∈ Ta is maximal antichain Ta. This shows that

S X is unbounded. That it is closed is easy to see. �

We now finish off the proof by using , which provides a ∈ SX as a limit so that X ∩ Ta is a maximal

antichain in T. indeed, if f ∈ T \ Ta+1then f � α ∈ Ta+1 ⊆ g and so f ∈ g for some g ∈ X ∩ Tα and in

particular, #X ≤ #Tα ≤ ℵ0. This completes the proof.

2.5.6. A Second Proof that Diamond guarantees a Suslin Tree.

2.5.6.1. Summary. We construct a tree (T, <) on ω1 so that the interval Iα = [ω · α, ω · (α + 1)) is the αth

level of T. Notice that I0 = [0, ω) is totally unordered. If α = β + 1, Iα = Iβ+1 is unordered, but it does have

two direct<-successors for each xεIβ.

If, on the other hand, α is a limit ordinal and Aα is a maximal antichain in the ordering on [0, ω ·

α) constructed thus far, then we choose countably many branches that cover the set and such that each

intersects Aα. We top each of these branches with a point of Iα; this ensures that Aαis maximal in T.

Finally, if A is a maximal antichain in (T, <), then the set of all α’s so that A ∩ α is maximal in (α, <) is

closed and unbounded. Then, ∃α (A ∩ α = Aα) and that Aαis maximal, i.e. A = Aα, and so A is countable,

as desired.

2.5.6.2. Notation: If X is an infinite countable set, choose an infinite subset X0 of X and construct the

tree TX = (X,≤) of height ωso that:

(1) X0 is the first level of Tx

(2) If x belongs to the nth level of Tx, then there are exactly two elements, y and z, in the n + 1th level

of Tx with x < y andx < z.

If (A, <A)and (B, <B) are both trees, then let (A + B, <) = (A ∪ B, <) so that a < b whenever ∃xεA ∪ B so

that a <B x and x <B b. If A ⊂ B or B ⊂ A, or if the last level of one is the first level of the other, then A + B

is a tree. In general, however, it is not even a partial order. (Since it is possible that a < b and b < a).

2.5.6.3. Proof: Let {λα}α∈ω1
be an order-preserving index of the limit ordinals in ω1 and let {Sα}α∈ω1

be a family of subsets of ω1 witnessing ♦1, so that (1) Sα ⊂ α and (2) if S ⊂ ω1then {α : S ∩ α = Sα}is

stationary. We will construct a Suslin Tree by induction; for each α ∈ ω1,we construct a tree (λα,≤)of

height λα so that:

(1) If β < α and δ < λα then the δth level of λβ is the δth level of λα and if x < y in λβ then x < y inλα.
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(2) If β < λ < α and x is in the βth level of λα, then there are at least two elements of λα which follow

x.

Define (λ0,≤) = Tω. Suppose that γ < ω1 and that (λα,≤) has been defined for all α < γ so that it satisfies

the two conditions above.

Fact 2.5.14. If γ is a limit ordinal, then (λγ,≤) = ∑α<γ (λα,≤) is a tree with all the desired properties.

If γ = α + 1 let Xγ = λα+1/λa. Our plan is to add Xγ to (λα,≤) as a λth
α level in a “special way”, and

then add Tx to this tree to get (λa+1,≤). Let g : Xγ → λα be a 1:1 correspondence and choose an increasing

sequence δ0 < δ1 < ... having λαas a limit.

Case 1: Suppose that Sλα
is a maximal anti-chain in (λα,≤) . For each xεX0,choose x0 < x1 < ... in

(λα,≤)such that xn belongs to the δnth level of (λα,≤) and, for some kεω, both g(x) and some term of

Sλα
precede xk in (λα,≤).

Case 2: If Sλα
is not maximal, then follow the above procedure without the requirement that some term

of Sλα
precede xk in (λα,≤).

Now, let
(
λα ∪ X0,≤

)
be the tree where y < x if and only if:

(1) y, x ∈ λαand y≤ x in (λα,≤)

(2) y ∈ λαand x ∈ Xγand y ≤ xnfor some n ∈ ω.

Define (λα+1,≤) =
(
λα ∪ X0,≤

)
+ TX

The Suslin tree (ω1,≤) = ∑α<ω1
(λα,≤).

We only need to check that there are no uncountable antichains in (ω1,≤) .

Assume that S is a maximal anti-chain in (ω1,≤). Then A = {λα : S ∩ λα is maximal in (λα,≤)}is a

closed unbounded set in ω1. Thus by ♦1,there is a λαεA such that Sλα
= S ∩ λα. This is our Case 1 from

above. Hence, if xεX0 which is the λth
α level of (ω1,≤), x is preceded by a member of S. Therefore, S⊆ (λα,≤)

and S is countable.

[Jech p.234]

2.5.7. When Suslin Lines Don’t Exist.

2.5.7.1. It is consistent with ♣ that no Suslin Tree exists. [Džamonja & Shelah].

2.5.7.2. MA(ℵ1) implies that a product of CCC topological spaces is CCC (this in turn implies there are no

Suslin lines). [Rudin].

2.6. S&L Spaces Known to Exist

Theorem 2.6.1. CH guarantees the existence of a regular S space of cardinality 2c. (Rudin, p25 #7)
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Lemma 2.6.2. CH guarantees the existence of an L-space of cardinality c wherein every countable subset is discrete

and whose every uncountable subset has weight 2c. (Rudin p 25 #8)

Theorem 2.6.3. CH guarantees a first countable S space. (Juhasz & Hajnal) (see Rudin, p 31-35)

The next theorem gives very tightly sufficient conditions under which an S space exists.

Theorem 2.6.4. Theorem: There is a first countable S space if and only if:

(1) There is a family
{

Aa,n : a < ωq & n ∈ ω
}

of nonempty subsets of ω with the following properties:

(a) α < ω1 implies Aα,0 ⊃ Aα,1 ⊃ ...

(b) β < α < ω1implies there exists n ∈ ωso that Aβ,0 ∩ Aa,n = Ø.

(c) β < α < ω1and n ∈ ωimply there is a k ∈ ωso that either Aβ,k ⊂ Aα,nor Aβ,k ∩ Aα,n = Ø.

(d) M ⊂ ω1 is uncountable and n ∈ ωimply there are β < α ∈ M and k ∈ ω such that Aβ,k ⊂ Aα,n.

PROOF. If (1) holds, then a first countable S space is obtained by topologizing ω1by the rule: for anyU ⊂

ω1 open and any α ∈ U then there is an n ∈ ωso that U ⊃
{

β ∈ ω1 : (∃k ∈ ω) Aβ,k ⊂ Aα,n

}
. In the other

direction, supposed X is a first countable S space. Since X is not Lindelöf, there is a subset Y = {xα}α<ωof

X so that
{

xβ

}
β≤α

is open in Y for all α. Since X is hereditarily separable, Y is separable. Let {xn}n∈ω be

dense in Y. Now, for each α < ω1,we choose a nested sequence Uα,0 ⊃ Uα,1 ⊃ ...of open sets in Y to form

a basis of for the topology of Y at xα, so that Uα,0 ∩
{

xβ

}
β>α

= Ø. Define Aα,n = {i ∈ ω : xi ∈ Uα,n}now,

{Aα,n : α < ω1&n ∈ ω}has the desired properties for (1).

From here, Juhasz & Hajnal use CH to index the real numbers (and subsets of the real order isomorphic

to the rationals) by countable ordinals; then, by induction, they choose sets to satisfy (1). �

2.6.1. Coming Attractions, The Tatch-Moore L Space.

Theorem 2.6.5. In ZFC, there exists an L Space.

A guide through the proof of this landmark theorem is provided in Part IV below.

2.7. Conditions Precluding the Existence of S & L Spaces

Theorem 2.7.1. MA + ¬CH guarantees that no compact L space exists (Juhasz)

.

Theorem 2.7.2. MA + ¬CH guarantees that no compact S space exists. (Szentmiklossy)

.
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Theorem 2.7.3. It is consistent under MA + ¬CH that S spaces exist. (Szentmiklossy)

.

Theorem 2.7.4. It is consistent under MA + ¬CH that L spaces exist. (Abraham & Todorcevic)

.

Theorem 2.7.5. It is consistent under ZFC that no S spaces exist. (Todorcevic, 1981)

This last theorem led everyone to believe that a similar theorem concerning L spaces would soon

emerge. However, over the next 25 years, no such theorem could be proved. Finally, just Tatch Moore

showed that, in fact, such a theorem would NOT be true; that ZFC always contains an L space. That space

is constructed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

THE TATCH-MOORE L SPACE

What follows is intended to be an explanation of the L space constructed in Justin Tatch Moore’s land-

mark paper “A SOLUTION TO THE L SPACE PROBLEM AND RELATED ZFC CONSTRUCTIONS”. Think

of this as a study guide for that paper, and you won’t go wrong. In addition to presenting an unexpected

solution to an interesting problem, Moore’s solution is important becasue it combines several purely set

theoretical techniques to solve what, on the surface, appears to a quintessentially topological problem. The

first of these methods is partition theory and colorings on partitions. In Section 3.1, below, I will present a

very brief overview of the theory and show its application in a simple example. The second method, walks

on ordinals, is realtively new. It was pioneered by Stevo Todorcevic, and will likely find much use in the

coming years. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 below provide a glimpse at how it works.

3.1. Colorings & Partion Theory

Among the classic examples of work usign partions is Ramsey Theory, a branch of mathematics which

examines how structure arises out of disorder. More formally, given a space and a partition of that space,

Ramsey Theory attempts to determine how large the original space needed to have been in order to ensure

that (at least) one element of the partion has some desired property. For example, imagine that you are

having a dinner party. As we all know, getting the right mix of people who know each other and people

who don’t is among the hardest elements of party planning. How many people do you need to invite in

order to ensure that there is some group of three who either all know each other or are all strangers to each

other? The famous Friends and Strangers Theorem tells us that the answer is six.

We can also interpret the above result as a statement about colorings on a hexagon. Take a hexagon and

assign each vertex to one party guest. Join every pair of vertices with an edge. Color each of these edges red

if the two people at the ends know each other and blue if they do not. The Friends and Strangers Theorem

tells us that there must be either a red triangle or a blue triangle. For example, the the picture below, Ann,

Bryan, and David all know each other.

The next image shows every possible coloring; examination will reveal a triangle in each.
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FIGURE 3.1.1. Who Knows Who

FIGURE 3.1.2. All Possible Colorings
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3.1.1. Ramsey’s Theorem. The Friends and Strangers Theorem is a special case of Ramsey’s Theorem,

which assures us that in any colouring of the edges of a sufficiently large complete graph (that is, a poly-

gon in which an edge connects every pair of vertices), one will find monochromatic complete subgraphs.

Given any two integers, r and s, the Ramsey number R (r, s) is the least number so that a complete graph

on R (r, s)) has either a completly blue complete r-grpah or a completely red s-graph. The Friends and

Strangers Theorem, then, says that R (3, 3) = 6. The value of Ramsey numbers quickly becomes very diffi-

cult to compute. R (4, 4) = 18. The exact value for R (5, 5) is unknown, but we know that 42 < R (5, 5) < 50.

Joel Spencer relays the following anecdote to highlight the difficulty in computing Ramsey numbers: “Erdős

asks us to imagine an alien force, vastly more powerful than us, landing on Earth and demanding the value of R(5, 5)

or they will destroy our planet. In that case, he claims, we should marshal all our computers and all our mathemati-

cians and attempt to find the value. But suppose, instead, that they ask for R(6, 6). In that case, he believes, we should

attempt to destroy the aliens.” [Spencer]

3.2. Walks on Ordinals

3.2.1. C Sequences. This paper makes use of a method of constructing mathematical structures which

are subsets of some ordinal. We start off with a single transformation κ which assigns to any ordinal α a

closed, unbounded (in α) set of smaller ordinals, Cα. Such a set is called a C-sequence. C-sequences are also

sometimes called ladder systems, a more evocative name.

These C-sequences can then be used as a path from one ordinal to a larger one. The upper trace,

defined below, records the sequence of “hops” from one ordinal to a smaller one. They can also be used as

the “steps” in a recursive construction.

Our ultimate goal is to prove the following theorem, from which the result about L spaces will follow.

Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose that
{

eβ : β→ ω
}

β<ω1
is a coherent sequence of finite-to-one functions. Further sup-

pose that L satisfies the properties of a lower trace function. If A, B ⊆ ω1 are uncountable, then the set of integers

{O (α, β) |α ∈ A, β ∈ B, α < β} contains arbitrarily long intervals. Here, O (α, β) = osc
(
eα � L (α, β) , eβ � L (α, β)

)
(see

3.4.1).

3.3. The Trace

Lemma 3.3.1. There are only countable many continuous functions from 2ωinto ω.

PROOF. Notice that 2ω is homeomorphic to the Cantor set, which is compact. Now, fix f ∈ C. Let

U =
{

f−1(n)
}

n∈ω
U is an open cover of 2ω, and so it must have a finite sub-cover. That means that, in fact,

any continuous function on 2ω attains at most finitely many discrete values. So, the total number of such
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functions is the sum of the number of possibilities of n-many-valued functions. That is, ℵ0 +ℵ2
0 +ℵ3

0 + . . . =

ℵ0 · ℵ0 = ℵ0 �

Definition 3.3.2. (coherence) A set of functions on overlapping domains is coherent if, where there domains

agree, the functions agree almost everywhere, that is, they disagree at only finitely many points.

(C-sequence) C = 〈Cα|α < ω1〉 is a sequence of sets of ordinals so that:

(1) Each Cαis co-final in α

(2) Whenever γ < α then Cα ∩ γ is finite

(3) 0εCα for every α.

For what follows, we will fix all of the following:

• an arbitrary sequence z = {zα}α<ω1
of distinct elements in 2ω

• an enumeration of C, the continuous functions from 2ω into ω, namely C = { fα}α<ω1
. (see 3.3.1)

• a coherent sequence of functions, e =
{

eβ

}
β<ω1

with each eβ a finite-to-one function from that β

into ω. Notice that the domains of these functions nest outwards, and so, for them to be coherent

requires that eβ � α = eα almost everywhere whenever α < β.

• An arbitrary C-sequence C = 〈Cα|α < ω1〉

Definition 3.3.3. (Minimal Walk) The minimal walk from a countable ordinal β to α < β along the fixed

C-sequence C is a finite, decreasing sequence of “steps” β = β0 > β1 > ... > βn = α where at each step,

βk+1 = min
{

Cβk \ α
}

.

Before we define the upper and lower trace, the following diagram (taken from [Todorcevic p21]) is a helpful

explanation of what we’re aiming for:
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Definition 3.3.4. (Upper-Trace) The upper trace from α to β is the set of steps along the minimal walk from

β to α along our fixed C, that is, Tr(α, β) = {βk}n
κ=0 with each βk+1 = min

{
Cβk \ α

}
.

The following lemma characterizes the properties of the upper trace.

Lemma 3.3.5. For any uncountable subset Γ of ω1, the union of all the Tr(α, β) for α < β in Γ, that is
⋃

α<βεΓ {Tr(α, β)},

contains a closed, unbounded set of ω1.

(see Todorcevic)

For our purposes, we are interested in the upper trace only as a conceptual motivator for the more

complicated lower trace.

Definition 3.3.6. (Lower Trace) If α < β then the lower trace from α to β is L(α, β) = {λ (ξ, β) |ξ ∈ Tr (α, β) & ξ 6= β}

where:

λ (ξ, β) = max
[
max

{
Cη ∩ α|η ∈ Tr (α, β) & η 6= β

}]
That is to say, L (α, β) = {λ0, λ1...λn−1}where, at each step k, λk = max

[⋃k
j=0

(
Cβ j ∩ α

)]
. That is, at

each step, we jump to the “end-point” of the next Cβ which is bigger than where we are now.
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Remark 3.3.7. There is also something called the “full lower trace”, which is more commonly used. This is

not that. (see [Todorcevic, p. 20])

Definition 3.3.8. The lower trace is characterized by the following lemmas:

Lemma 3.3.9. (Colinearity) If α ≤ β ≤ γ and L(β, γ) < L(α, β), then L(α, γ) = L(α, β) ∪ L(β, γ).

This lemma relies on the linear ordering of ordinals. It says that to get from α to β, you have to go

through every γ between them. Essentially, it can be understood as saying that the lower trace admits no

“shortcuts”.

Lemma 3.3.10. (Continuity) If δ is a limit ordinal, then lim
ξ→δ

(min L(ξ, δ)) = lim
ξ→δ

(max (Cδ ∩ ξ)) = δ.

This lemma can be understood as saying that the lower trace’s minimum (it’s starting point) continu-

ously approaches it’s endpoint.

Now, we are ready to define the µ function.

Definition 3.3.11. As above, let βk+1 = min
{

Cβk \ α
}

and ξk =
⋃k

j=0 Cβ j ∩ α. Define µ(α,β) : L (α, β) → C

by µ(α,β) (ξk) = ωβk whenever k = 0 or ξk 6= ξk−1.

Like the lower trace, the µ function is both “colinear” and “continuous”. That is:

Lemma 3.3.12. If α < β < γ and L (β, γ) < L (α, β) then µ(α,γ) = µ(α,β) ∪ µ(β,γ).

This is the colinearity mentioned above.

Lemma 3.3.13. If ξ < δ then µ(ξ,δ) (min L (ξ, δ)) = ωδ

This is the continuity.

3.4. Oscillations of the Trace

Definition 3.4.1. (oscilation) Suppose that s and t are two functions whose domain is D. Let Osc(s, t, D)

count the number of times s surpasses t on D. That is, Osc(s, t, D) = {xεD|s (x−) ≤ t (x−) & s (x) ≥ t(x)}

where s (x−) = lim ε→ 0−s(x− ε). Further, let osc(s, t, D) = #Osc(s, t, D).

Example 3.4.2. Let s(x) = sin(x) and t(x) = 0 and D = R, then Osc(s, t, D) = {2kπ}k∈N.

In what follows, we will only be interested in oscillations of functions with finite domains.

Definition 3.4.3. If α < β < γ, let Osc(α, β) = Osc
(
eα, eβ, L (α, β)

)
and let osc(α, β) = #Osc(α, β).
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Lemma 3.4.4. For every uncountable, pairwise disjoint A ⊆ [ω1]k = {X ⊆ ω1|#X = k} and B ⊆ [ω1]` and for

every f εC(2ω, ω), there is {bm}mεω ⊆ B so that, for every nεN there’s an a = {a1, a2...ak} ∈ A and {ξ1, ξ2...ξn}

so that for any m < n, i < k, and j < ` we have:

(1) a < bm for every m < n (i.e., ai < bmj for every i = 1...k and j = 1...`.)

(2) Osc(ai, bmj ) is the disjoint union of Osc(ai, b0j) and {ξm′ |m′ < m}.

(a) That is to say, ai surpasses bm whenever it surpasses b0 and also at ξ0, ξ2...ξm−1.

(3) µ(ai ,b0j )
= µ(ai ,bmj )

� L(ai, b0j)

(a) The µ function of ai over b0j is just the µ function of ai over b0j restricted to the lower trace of

ai onto b0j

(4) µ(ai ,bmj )
(ξm′) = f whenever m′ < m

This lemma is a direct result of the following theorem, for proof of this, see [Moore, p13].

Definition 3.4.5. We denote {a ∈ A|a > δ} = A>δ whenever A is a collection of finite subsets of ω1and

δ < ω1

Theorem 3.4.6. Let A ⊆ [ω1]
kand B ⊆ [ω1]

` be both uncountable and pairwise disjoint. Then there is a closed,

unbounded set of δ < ω1 so that if a ∈ A>δ and b ∈ B>δ then there is an a+ ∈ A>δ and b+ ∈ B>δ so that, for any

i < k and j < ` we have:

(1) max
[
L
(
δ, bj

)]
< min

[
∆
(

eai , ea+
i

)
, ∆
(

ebj
, eb+

j

)]
(2) There is a non-empty L+ so that, for every j, L

(
δ, bj

)
< L+and L

(
δ, b+

j

)
= L

(
δ, bj

)
∪ L+

(3) If ξ ∈ L+ then ea+
i

(ξ) = eb+
j

(ξ)

(4) µ
(
δ, bj

)
= µ

(
δ, b+

j

)
� L
(
δ, bj

)
(5) µ

(
δ, b+

j , min L+
)

= fδ

For the proof of this theorem, see [Moore, p11]

3.5. Coloring

Definition 3.5.1. The function ∗ : N→N is defined by letting ∗0 = 0, and thereafter setting ∗m = n where

n is the least prime which does not divide m.

For example, ∗360 = 7, ∗8 = 3, and ∗p = 2 whenever p is prime and > 2.

Remark 3.5.2. We write osc* to mean the composition of osc, followed by *.

Fact 3.5.3. If X ⊆N contains arbitrarily long intervals, that is if ∀n ∈N ∃k ∈N so that {k, k + 1, k + 2 ... k + n} ⊆

X, then ∗X = N.
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Applying this fact to 3.4.4 gives us:

Theorem 3.5.4. If A, B ⊆ ω1 are uncountable and n < ω, then there are α in A and β in B with α < β and

(osc ∗ (α, β)) = n.

Remark 3.5.5. We will use the symbol♥ as shorthand for the statement ω1 →
(

ω1,
(
[ω1]

<ℵ0 ; ω1

))2
, which

means that, for any function c : [ω1]
2 → {0, 1} , either:

(1) There is an uncountable X ⊆ ω1 so that c is zero everywhere on [X]2 OR

(2) There is an uncountable A ⊆ [ω1]
<ℵ0 and an uncountable, pairwise-disjoint B ⊆ ω1 so that, for

any a ∈ A and any b ∈ B with a < b, there is a β ∈ b so that c (a, β) = 1

Fact 3.5.6. ♥ is relatively consistent in ZFC. (Todorcevic)

For ♥to be false, there needs to be a function, f : [ω1]
2 → {0, 1} which is zero only countably many times,

and so that, for every uncountable A ⊆ [ω1]
<ℵ0 and every uncountable, pairwise-disjoint B ⊆ ω1 there is

an a ∈ A and there is a b ∈ B with a < b, so that, for every β ∈ b, c (α, β) = 0

Definition 3.5.7. Let o (α, β) = ∑q 6=0

(
#µ (α, β; α)−1 (q) [mod q]

)
Theorem 3.5.8. (Moore 5.3) Let A ⊆ [ω1]

j and let B ⊆ [ω1]
2 each be uncountable, pairwise disjoint families of

functions. for every χ : j→ 2 and any π : j→ 2, there is an a =
{

a1, a2...aj
}
∈ A and there is b = {b1, b2} ∈ B so

that:

(1) a < b (ai < bi for every i ∈ ω1)

(2) for every i < j, ∗o
(

ai, bπ(i)

)
= χ (i).

This theorem follows from theorem 3.4 , the Chinese Remainder Theorem, and a great deal of clever-

ness. (Moore p15-16)

Definition 3.5.9. Definition. Let c (α, β) denote o (α, β) mod 2 whenever α < β.

Remark 3.5.10. It will be helpful to keep in mind the following interpretation of this theorem: Given in-

tegers k & j, and D ⊆ k × j then we can think of a function χ : D → ω as some sort of pattern, like a

color-by-number picture. A coloring c : [ω1]
2 → ω tells us which of the ω-many colors goes in each “piece”

of the picture.

A coloring, c, is like a large table that assigns every ordered pair in ω1 × ω1 (including each one in D)

a particular color. c is said to “realize the pattern χ” if and only if, whenever A ⊆ [ω1]
k and B ⊆ [ω1]

` are

each pairwise disjoint and uncountable, there is an a ∈ A and a b ∈ B such that a < b and c
(
ai, bj

)
= χ (i.j).

That is, if, when we color by the rule c, somewhere on the large plane, the picture χemerges.
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Fact 3.5.11. The c defined in 3.5.9 is a coloring.

Remark 3.5.12. We can interpret theorem 4.3 (5.9) above as saying that, if D is a function, and χ is a binary

pattern on D, then ∗o realizes χ. (A binary pattern assigns only two colors. Think of it as χ : D →

{black, white})

3.6. The L Space

3.6.1. Definitions.

point-countable:

point-separating:

countably-tight:

4− system: A 4− system is a collection of sets whose pairwise intersection is constant. The delta-

lemma is an extra set-theoretical assumption which tells us that every uncountable collection of

finite sets contains an uncountable4-system.

semi-norm: A semi-norm on the space X is any m : X → R+ which is scalable and subadditive. That

is, a semi-norm would be a norm, except some things which aren’t zero have norm zero.

Frechet: A topological vector space is called “Frechet” if and only if it is (1) complete as a uniform

space, (2) Hausdorff, and (3) its topology can be induced by a countable family of seminorms.

3.6.2. The Definition of the L Space.

Definition 3.6.1. For every α < ω1, set Wα = {α} ∪ {β > α : c (α, β) = 1}

Now, in order to construct our L space, we will choose an uncountable subset X ⊆ ω1and then define a

topology on it which is non-separable, but hereditarily Lindelöf. This topology, τ [X], will be constructed by

declaring Wξ ∩X to be clopen for every ξ ∈ X. Since X is uncountable, we have now created an uncountable

collection of sets, each of which is it’s own closure, and so surely no countable set can be dense. Finally, the

following theorem will be used to ensure that τ [X] is hereditarily Lindelöf.

Theorem 3.6.2. If X, Y ⊆ ω1 are disjoint, then there is no continuous injection from any uncountable subspace of

(X, τ [X]) into (Y, τ [Y]).

Corollary 3.6.3. For every X, (X, τ [X]) is hereditarily Lindelöf.

PROOF. If X weren’t Lindelöf, then there would be an uncountable discreet subspace, call it D, and so

it contains two disjoint, uncountable discreet spaces, D1 and D2. Now, every function from one discreet

space to another is continuous, but that directly contradicts theorem 17.2, which says that there can be no

such continuous function. �
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3.6.3. Proof of Theorem 17.3.

PROOF. Imagine such an injection existed; call it f : X0 → Y where X0 is some uncountable subset of

X. Let B = {{β, f (β)}}β∈X0
. For each β ∈ X0 we can pick Uβ open around β so that U ⊆ f−1

(
W f (β)

)
.

By refining X0 (if necessary) we know there is some k and some χ0 : k → {0, 1} so that there is a finite

F ⊆ X0 and a4-system Fβ : β ∈ X0 with root F with each
∣∣Fβ

∣∣ = |F|+ k :

1) If Fα < β, then β ∈ Ui if and only if for all i < |F|+ k, c(Fα(i), β) = χ0(i).

2) m = |Fα ∩ f (α)|is a constant, independent of α.

3) max (F) is less than both α and min (Fα \ F). (that is, F is an initial segment Fα)

Let A = {{ f (α)} ∪ Fα \ F}α∈X0
Since X is disjoint from Y , f (α) /∈ Fα (for any α ∈ X0). Define

coloringχ : k + 1 → 2 by χ (i) = χ0 (|F|+ i) if i < m, χ (m) = 0, and χ (i) = χ0 (|F|+ i− 1) thereafter.

Next, define π : k + 1→ 2 by π(i) = 0 if i 6= m and π(m) = 1.

Applying Theorem 4.8, (1) there is an a = {a1, a2...ak+1} ∈ A and a b = {β, f (β)} ∈ B such thata < b

and (2) for all i < k + 1, c
(

ai.bπ(i)

)
= χ (i). Now, fix α, β ∈ X0 be such that a = { f (α)} ∪ (Fα \ F) and

b = {β, f (β)}.

To derive a contradiction (to f’s continuity), it suffices to show that (1)β ∈ Uα but that (2) f (β) is not in

W ( f (β)).

(1): To show β ∈ Uα we need to prove that, for every i < |F|+ k we have c (F (i)α , β) = χ0 (i).

Case 1: If i < |F|, then Fα (i) = Fβ (i) and so, since β ∈ Uβ and F < β, we have that c (Fα (i) , β) =

c
(

Fβ (i) , β
)

= χ0 (i)

Case 2a: If 0 ≤ i− |F| < m, then c (Fα (i) , β) = c
(

ai−|F|, β
)

= χ (i− |F|) = χ0 (i).

Case 2b: If m < i− |F|, then c (Fα (i) , β) = c
(

ai−|F|+1, β
)

= χ (i− |F|+ 1) = χ0 (i)

(2): Now, recall that W ( f (β)) means exactly that c
(

am, bπ(m)

)
= c ( f (α) , f (β)) = χ (m) = 0

And, so we see that (1) and (2) are surely both true. �
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The startlingly counterintuitive solutions to the S and L space problems are not only fascinating as

mathematical curiosities, but also highlight how approaches from separate fields can come together to

solve deep problems.

4.1. Open Problems

Some realted problems, open at the time of the writing, can be found below. [Pearl]

(1) Is there an L space whose square is also an L space?

(2) If X is compact and X2 is hered. normal, must X be separable?

[Pearl]
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